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MINERAL WOOL  
Knauf Insulation 
 LCA to Knauf Insulation 





 LCA to Knauf Insulation 
 First: market demand (Environmental Product Declaration (E.P.D.), etc.) 
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The production process 
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The production process 
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Binder : formaldehyde  bio-based from plant starch 
Contents 
1. Introduction 
2. The production process  






 Special attention to allocation procedure (economic) 
 Functional unit: production of 1 m3 of a specific product 
 Use phase not included 
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Modeling 
 In GaBi 6 
 Plans of different levels 
 In a plan: other plans or processes. 
 Flow to link plans and/or processes 
 General operation principle: identical in all plants 
 A unique model 
 Structured // plant organization 
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Modeling -  unique model 
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 Structured // plant organization 
 Product flow and recycled 
materials  




 2 types of products 





 Structured // plant organization 
 In each plan: inclusion of all 
alternatives 
 Generic model 




Raw material mixture plan 
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 Includes all possible (potential) raw materials 
 Electric Energy Mixer: allows to choose the electricity grid mix 
 In the process parts where other energy sources are used (natural gas and/or 
oxygen), the same principle is applied 
Modeling 
 By reproducing the generic plan in a weighting plan: 
Combination of factories possible 
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Modeling 
 Parameters: Define  
 Amount of each raw material 
 Transport distance 
 Energy consumption 
 Origin of energy 
 Amount of waste/co-product 
 Plant parameters  




 Plant parameters  









 Parameters: Define the product characteristics 
 Dimension 
 Type (blowing wool/ wool) 
 Density 
 Facing used 
 Packaging used 
 Production plant 








 Product parameters  
 Plant parameters 
 Model allows to study every products from all 
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 The data collection is simplified  
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Advantages 
 The data collection is simplified  






 The data collection is simplified  





 LCA : powerful multicriterea tool for eco-design  
 Details  
 Quantifies  
 Avoid impact transfers  (impact category / life cycle steps)  
 Model: high flexibility and simplicity for the users 
 LCA results: quick  
 Several methods  
 Identifies life cycle step high impact  
 Comparison between different plants 
 Alternative scenarios 
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Results 
 Example for a typical product for general construction 
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 Development of a generic model  
 Every glass mineral wool product  
 All Knauf Insulation plant  
 This model  
 Simplifies the data collection procedure 
 Allows 
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 Example: used of thermal energy  fiberizing and forming 
